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Abstract: In recent years, there has been a gradually growing emphasis on the protection of wilderness
in Iceland. This is highlighted in the current preparation of a new national park in the Icelandic
central highlands, which will become Europe’s largest national park. However, in order to protect
the wilderness, a mutual understanding, both on what it is and where it is, is needed. This paper
seeks to evaluate Icelanders’ perception and understanding of wilderness. Furthermore, to assess
the value of wilderness for the Icelandic public and determine what lies behind the valuation, an
online survey aided by maps from Google Earth and photographic scenarios of different landscapes
was sent out to a nationally representative sample of Icelanders. The survey respondents mapped
their perceived scope of Icelandic wilderness and furthermore chose between several landscape
scenarios they thought most and least suited to their perception of wilderness. The results show
that nearly all land located above the 300 m elevation line is perceived as wilderness, reflecting
the country’s uninhabited highlands areas. The results also show that for the general public in
Iceland it is chiefly an open and vast landscape, uninhabited areas, and the absence of anthropogenic
features that bestow an area with the status of wilderness. The results demonstrate that any sign of
anthropogenic interference, aside from archaeological remains, decrease Icelanders’ perception of
wilderness. Moreover, despite being mostly categorized as urbanists or neutralists according to the
purism scale, the majority of Icelanders still consider services, such as petrol stations, hotels, shops,
restaurants, and diverse leisure services, along with energy production, to negatively impact the
value of wilderness. Most Icelanders thus seem to regard wilderness as a valuable asset from the
economic, cultural, and environmental perspectives, which underscores its uniqueness.
Keywords: wilderness; wilderness value; public perception; Iceland

1. Introduction
The value of wilderness seems to be increasing across the globe, partially because an ever
increasing number of tourists are interested in visiting such locations, but also due to the fact that there
are steadily fewer wilderness areas in existence, which increases the value of those left. Hence, an
economic argument is being employed to a greater degree to rectify the preservation of wilderness.
However, the debate regarding the concept of wilderness and its definition has been ongoing for a
long time and a number of reports and articles have been written on the subject without resulting in a
concerted international definition [1–4], thus demonstrating the controversy and complexity of the
concept. In recent years there has been a gradually growing emphasis on the protection of wilderness
in public discourse in Iceland. This is highlighted in various governmental operations, such as the
country’s Nature Conservation Act and the National Planning Policy, as well as in the preparation of a
new highland national park that is estimated to cover about one third of Iceland’s land surface [5].
Iceland is an island located in the middle of the North Atlantic Ocean and situated on the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge. It is characterized by dynamic landscape, which influences the country’s wild
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character and subsequently its wilderness. Iceland is the most sparsely populated country in Europe,
with only about 360,000 inhabitants on an island of 103,000 km2 , or 3.5 persons/km2 [6]. The sparse
population has throughout the ages mainly been located along the coastline, leaving the interior
highlands an uninhabited wilderness. The whole of Iceland is believed to have been uninhabited until
about 1200 years ago when the first Norse settlers arrived into a landscape dominated by pristine
nature. The settlers and their descendants’ land uses, such as grazing and utilization of the natural
woodlands, triggered land degradation that has accelerated over the centuries, intensified by poor
natural resource management (e.g., [7–9]). Until recently, the interior highlands were only used for
summer grazing. This changed in the early 1970s when the highlands’ remoteness was broken with
improved accessibility following construction of the first hydro-electrical power plant to be located
in the country’s highlands [10–13]. Since then Iceland’s central highlands have witnessed a rapid
expansion towards multiple uses, which have gradually altered the state of the highland terrain. Hence,
energy production and tourism, along with grazing, have steadily grown in scope. These industries
require much land surface and they come with infrastructure and other disturbances, which are very
noticeable in the Icelandic open landscape, thus affecting the experience of those passing through.
Conventional definitions of wilderness, such as the US Wilderness Act from 1964, stress the
natural state of the environment, the absence of human habitation and the lack of other human related
influences and impacts [14]. In Iceland the official definition of the concept was recently updated in
a new Act on Nature Conservation, No. 60/2013 [15]. It resembles the conventional ones defining
wilderness (article 5, paragr. 19) to be an area of land:
•
•

that is at least 25 km2 in size, or such that one can enjoy solitude and the natural landscape without
disturbance from human structures or traffic resulting from mechanized vehicles.
that is situated at a distance of at least 5 km from human structures and other technical traces,
such as power lines, power plants, dams, and constructed roads.

The importance of wilderness in Icelandic nature is emphasized in a specific section dedicated to
wilderness protection (Article 46). Therein, it is stated that: “Vast land areas where traces of human
interference are barely noticeable and the natural landscape develops without any pressure related to
human influences can be protected as wilderness . . . ; The declaration of protection shall aim towards
preserving the characteristics of the area, e.g., by upholding a diverse and spectacular landscape, open
field of vision, and/or protecting large integral ecosystems, and to ensure that present and coming
generations can enjoy solitude and nature in these areas without disruption from infrastructure or
motorized vehicle traffic”.
The largest dispute on the wilderness concept worldwide however argues that wilderness as a
place reflects principally anthropogenic values and human perception [16–21]. Therefore, more and
more definitions now take into account people’s perception of wilderness. Currently, the Icelandic
government’s strategies for sustainable development stress that the endurance of vast continuous
wilderness in the country’s uninhabited areas should be assured [22]. In Iceland’s first planning strategy
on a national scale, made for the years 2015–2026, the emphasis on the protection of wilderness is
increased, especially when it comes to the planning of the country’s central highlands, where Iceland’s
largest wilderness areas can be found [22–24]. In the national planning strategy it is furthermore stated
that the municipalities which are adjacent to the country’s central highlands should devise a policy
on the protection of wilderness in their own planning strategies, as well as research the possibility
for re-wilding areas. Despite a legal definition, this might be problematic as peoples’ understanding
and perception on what is wilderness still seems to vary. This paper aims to evaluate Icelanders’
perception of wilderness and the value of wilderness for the Icelandic public by: (i) mapping the scope
and distribution of wilderness in Iceland based on Icelanders public perception and understanding of
wilderness, (ii) identifying which attributes in the Icelandic landscape contribute the most to Icelanders
wilderness perception, and (iii) identifying the importance of wilderness in the mind of Icelanders
and what types of infrastructure are considered appropriate without decreasing the quality of their
perceived wilderness.
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2. Icelandic Wilderness Mapping
Iceland lacks a strong tradition for wilderness mapping and limited research exists on the subject.
The first attempt at mapping Icelandic wilderness was carried out by the Environment Agency of
Iceland following the passing of Act on Nature Conservation No. 44/1999 [25], where the definition
of wilderness was first presented in Icelandic law. This mapping was updated in 2009 and based on
available digital geodata, which was limited at that time, especially as regards spatial distribution of
power lines. The next attempt was conducted by Ólafsdóttir and Runnström [10] who based their
mapping on internationally recognized methods. Their mapping took thus into account remoteness
from motorized access, permanent settlements, and signs of technological infrastructure, such as power
lines, power plants and reservoirs. Digital geodata from the IS50v National Land Survey of Iceland
database was gathered, as well as from other institutes, while the coordinates for analog data were
digitized. The data was further categorized according to traffic density, size of settlements and the type
of technological traces and the distances (from 0.5–5 km) for each category were calculated. They tested
two types of mathematical models, i.e., distance analysis, which is based on the mapping of areas that
are at a certain distance from an infrastructure (Figure 1A), and viewshed analysis, which is based on
the mapping of areas free from visual impact of infrastructure (Figure 1B). Their results indicate that
wilderness covers around 30% of Iceland’s total area, and thereof a third is covered by glaciers.

(A)

(B)
Figure 1. Wilderness mapping from Ólafsdóttir and Runnström based on the definition of Icelandic
wilderness according to Act no. 44/1999 on nature conservation. (A) shows calculation based on a
distance analysis and (B) calculation based on a viewshed analysis [10,15].
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The quality of wilderness is often evaluated based on the scope of the total wilderness area, i.e.,
the larger the area the higher the quality of the wilderness [4]. This is reflected in many of the legal
definitions of wilderness, which are largely based on their size. The largest wilderness areas in Iceland
are on and around glaciers in the central highlands. The construction of roads, and other anthropogenic
infrastructure, during the past decades has gradually reduced these areas. A study on the changes in
land areas without impact from roads and power lines from 1936–2010 [26] shows that in 1936 almost
the entire central highlands were free from the impact of roads and power lines, or 93% of the total
area, which then formed a continuous wilderness area. Three quarters of a century later, or in 2010,
this area had diminished to 21% of the central highlands’ total area (Figure 2). Focusing on wilderness
mapping in the Vatnajökull National Park in Eastern Iceland, Tims [27] added new variables into
the previous wilderness modelling, which were meant to capture some of the subjective aspects of
wilderness. These variables are cell phone coverage, car traffic intensity, and geotagged photographs
taken by tourists and shared online (Figure 3A,B). His results indicate that the geotagged photographs
are a useful way to show the distribution of tourist numbers, and where the number is the highest and
lowest. This variable, i.e., number of people, has a great impact on whether people will experience
solitude without interruptions, which is an important part of the wilderness definition in the Icelandic
nature
conservation
act.
The distribution of cell phone coverage serves as an indicator of areas
where
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attempt to map wilderness based on perception in Iceland was a mapping of tourists’ experience of
wilderness in the Icelandic southern highlands [17]. This mapping is based on the premise of the
purism scale, which divides tourists into four groups according to their different perception towards
the environment [29]. On one end of the scale are strong purists, who seek experiencing nature in its
most natural state and want next to no service. Following them are moderate purists who also wish
to experience nature, although they care less about it being in its most natural state. Next there are
neutralists, who require rather good infrastructure and services, and are not highly sensitive when
it comes to disturbances to the environment. Then, on the other end of the scale are non-purists, or
urbanists, who want good infrastructure, high service levels, and are not sensitive to disturbances
to the environment, or the number of other tourists. The results indicate that urbanists experience,
more or less, the entire southern highlands as wilderness, while for purists less than half of the area is
wilderness (Figure 4). Numerous studies have been conducted worldwide to evaluate the experience
of tourists towards wilderness and their reasons for visiting such areas (e.g., [12,30–34]). Individuals’
experience and perception of wilderness is dependent on many factors, such as their cultural and social
background [35]. Furthermore, how people assess the value of wilderness is dependent on location, as
well as the circumstances of each period. Nevertheless, many studies show that the most common
reason behind the decision to visit a wilderness area is to be away from the crowds and city life’s hustle
and bustle, and to experience simplicity and unspoiled nature (e.g., [3,4]).
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between the 1930s and 1950s [13]. Still, it is clear that there is considerable traffic on many mountain
roads in the highlands, especially those leading to the most popular tourist destinations, such as to
Landmannalaugar [37], and it is doubtful that one can enjoy solitude and nature there without any
disturbances from motorized vehicles, as the regulation stipulates.
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generalizable to the Icelandic public.
The survey questionnaire was divided into three parts. In the first part, the aim was to map the
scope and distribution of wilderness according to the Icelandic publics’ understanding of wilderness.
The survey respondents were asked to mark on a map the location of areas they considered to be
wilderness. In this part of the survey a software called Map-me, which in this study was based upon
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survey respondents was evaluated with respect to the aforementioned four key attributes to calculate
a wilderness score for Iceland using best-worst scaling technique. A total of 26 scenario statements
were used based on the model of the Scots, but adapted to Icelandic conditions and the aims of this
study. Each statement was thus adjusted to Icelandic circumstances and presented with a photo card
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the borders of the uninhabited central highlands (Figure 8B). The respondents’ understanding of the
wilderness concept is likely to play the largest part in their mapping. When asked in an open-ended
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By calculating the variation between the highest and lowest value of each of the initial four key
attributes, information regarding which of the key attributes influences the perception of wilderness
the most can be gathered. Thus, the largest gap shows the most important attribute when it comes to
wilderness perception. The results show that the most important aspects stimulating the respondents’
perception of wilderness are the ‘naturalness of the land cover and wildlife’ and the ‘presence of
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structures and features in the landscape’. ‘Remoteness from roads’ and ‘terrain’ weigh
far less when it comes to Icelanders’ perception of wilderness (Figure 11).
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Table 1. Statements used to describe different landscape scenarios classified according to areas’
naturalness, anthropogenic features in nature, fauna, landscape and features, and distances, and
calculated wilderness scores.
Photo Card No
1

Statements (Presented on Each Photo Card)
Naturalness
Area characterized by natural vegetation (e.g., woodlands, heaths, moss-heaths,
moss covered lava fields)

Wilderness Score *
0.95

2

Area characterized by non-vegetative lava fields, exposed bedrock, glacial
moraines, and glacial fluvial, rivers og lakes

0.90

3

Area characterized by unstable terrain (e.g., geothermal areas, landslides, creeping
glaciers, glacier rivers)

0.21

4

Agricultural land (e.g., drainage channels, cultivated grassland, forestry, grazing,
fish farming)

−0.12

5

Area has evidence of tourism industry (e.g., visitor centers, mountain huts, hiking
trails, footbridges, tracks)

−0.74

6

Area heavily managed, made up of parks, intensive stock grazing, etc.

−0.99

Figure 11. The most important attributes
stimulatingfeatures
Icelanders’ perception of wilderness calculated
Anthropogenic
visible
in the landscape
as 7range of wilderness-scoresNofor
eachman-made
attribute features
scenario.

0.84

Traces
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residence from earlier centuries (e.g., abandoned cottages,www.mdpi.com/journal/land
turf
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0.65
houses, stone walls and cairns)
9

Modern built structures in landscape (e.g., farms, summer houses, fences,
telecommunications masts)

0.08

10

Plantation forests reclamation in landscape (non-native species)

−0.15

11

Physical evidence of recreation and outdoor activities in landscape (e.g., tracks,
hiking paths, hiking bridges, viewing points, information signs, ski lifts, angling)

−0.59

12

Long line features in landscape (e.g., roads, vehicle tracks. off-road driving,
drainage channels, fences)

−0.64

13

Energy infrastructure in the landscape (e.g., power plants, wind turbines, power
lines, dams and related structures)

−1.09

14

Built-up areas (e.g., small towns and villages)

−1.24

huts have less impact on the experience of wilderness (Figure 10; Table 1). Meanwhile, wildlife (such
as birds, foxes, seals) increases the experience of wilderness, while domestic animals reduce the
experience.
By calculating the variation between the highest and lowest value of each of the initial four key
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the most can be gathered. Thus, the largest gap shows the most important attribute when it comes to
wilderness perception. The results show that the most important aspects stimulating the respondents’
Table 1. Cont.
perception of wilderness are the ‘naturalness of the land cover and wildlife’ and the ‘presence of
Photo Card Nostructures and features
Statements
(Presented
on Each ‘Remoteness
Photo Card)
Wilderness
Score
*
anthropogenic
in the
landscape’.
from roads’ and
‘terrain’
weigh
Fauna
far less when
it comes
to wildlife
Icelanders’
of wilderness
(Figure
11).
15
Native
may beperception
present in landscape
(e.g., birds, seals,
foxes,
reindeer)
0.40
16
17

Domestic livestock may be present in landscape (e.g., cattle, horses, sheep)
Landscape and features
Wide and open landscape with few prominent shapes, usually easy and safe to
move around

−0.04
1.33

18

Wide and open landscape with some prominent forms and rather difficult to move
around but safe

1.19

19

Homogeneous landscape with no prominent shapes and easy to move around

0.74

20

Landscape is characterized by rough terrain and many prominent shapes and
colors, is difficult and unsafe to move around

0.68

22

Unstable landscape that is difficult and unsafe to move around (e.g., loose scree in
mountainous areas, high temperature geothermal areas, glacial rivers, glacial
fluvial sediments)
Distance
1 h walk from the nearest road or track

−0.09

23

3 h walk from the nearest road or track

−0.24

21

0.60

24

6 h walk from the nearest road or track

−0.29

25

12 h walk from the nearest road or track

−0.21

24 h walk from the nearest road or track

−0.22

26

* based on best (+2)/worst (−2) scaling.

By calculating the variation between the highest and lowest value of each of the initial four key
attributes, information regarding which of the key attributes influences the perception of wilderness
the most can be gathered. Thus, the largest gap shows the most important attribute when it comes to
wilderness perception. The results show that the most important aspects stimulating the respondents’
perception of wilderness are the ‘naturalness of the land cover and wildlife’ and the ‘presence of
Figure 10. Attributes with positive (dark green) and negative (light green) wilderness scores. The
anthropogenic
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4.3. Importance of Wilderness and Appropriate Infrastructure
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To analyze the importance of wilderness in the mind of the Icelandic public and what types of
infrastructure are considered appropriate to match that importance, the survey respondents were
first asked how important they consider wilderness as a part of Icelandic nature. A vast majority of
respondents (94%) regard wilderness as very important (66%) or important (28%). Approximately 70%
think that the Icelandic wilderness is at risk, while 30% believe this is not the case. Those who consider
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componentanalysis
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Table
of of
important
conservation
action.
Variable
Variable
Limit the
construction of power plants
Limit the construction of power plants

Components
Components
1 Restrictions
2 Management
1 Restrictions
2 Management
0.84 0,84
−0.05
−0,05

Limit the
construction
of power
lines and
towers
Limit
the construction
of power
linestransmission
and transmission
towers

0.79 0,79

Re-wilding
Re-wilding
areas areas

0.70 0,70

Limit the making of new tracks

Limit the making
of new services
tracks
Limit tourism

Designate wilderness
as areas
for special protection in the law
Limit tourism
services
Establish an efficient control over habitats, forestry and fishing
Designate wilderness as areas for special protection in the law
Establish an efficient tourism management
Establish an efficientEstablish
control over
habitats,
forestry
and fishing
an efficient
grazing
control

0,65

0.65 0,54
0.54 0,54
0.54 0,21
0,12

0.21 0,11
Establish an efficient
tourism
management
0.12
Bold numbers represent numerical values higher than 0,5.
Establish an efficient grazing control

0.11

0,120.12
0,240.24
0,38
0,230.38
0,41
0.23
0,85
0.41
0,49
0.85
0,87

0.49
0.87
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been used to categorize tourists, the survey respondents were asked about the importance of several
elements when they travel in Icelandic wilderness. This specific question has been used in multiple
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To obtain a figure of the Icelandic public with respect to the purism scale that hitherto has mainly
been used to categorize tourists, the survey respondents were asked about the importance of several
elements
when they travel in Icelandic wilderness. This specific question has been used in multiple
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Figure
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considerconsider
important
when theywhen
travel they
through
Icelandic
wilderness.
wilderness.
The results from the principal component analysis corresponds with the analysis of the survey
respondents according to the purism scale, which shows that over half of them (52%) fall into the
category of urbanists, less than 40% into the category of neutralists, under 8% of moderate purists,
and less than 1% of strong purists (Figure 14). This is interesting as research into the composition of
tourists in various nature destinations in Iceland [12,45,46] shows that neutral tourists are the most
numerous category, or over half of all tourists, while urbanists count for a quarter, and purists for
one-fifth of tourists.
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Table 3. Principal component analysis of important elements in wilderness.
Variable
Walking bridges

Components
1
2
Good Infrastructure and Service
Pristine Nature
0.85
0.08

3
Freedom
0.07

Maintained hiking trails

0.82

−0.03

0.01

Marked hiking routs

0.80

0.18

0.02

Marked places of interest

0.78

0.22

0.05

Picnic places (benches and tables)

0.75

−0.10

0.17

Organized campsites

0.73

0.23

−0.15

0.28

0.75

14 of 19
−0.03
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Table 3. Principal component analysis of important elements in wilderness.

No visible traces of other tourists
To beVariable
able to camp in solitude
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5. Discussion and Conclusions
5. Discussions and Conclusions
5.1. Icelanders’ Perception and Understanding of Wilderness
5.1. Icelanders’
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and(e.g.,
Understanding
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well as on perceive
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unconsciously
in the landscape depends on peoples’ senses, as well as on what they consciously and unconsciously
select to read from the landscape. That then depends on peoples’ attitudes, knowledge and relation
to the area [4]. Accordingly, whether people perceive an area as a wilderness is a selective practice in
the sense that people see or tend to see what fits into their prior beliefs and image of an area. The
Icelandic highlands have throughout the ages been more or less uninhabited as the small Icelandic
population has mostly been distributed in the country’s lowlands along the coastline. The highlands
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select to read from the landscape. That then depends on peoples’ attitudes, knowledge and relation to
the area [4]. Accordingly, whether people perceive an area as a wilderness is a selective practice in the
sense that people see or tend to see what fits into their prior beliefs and image of an area. The Icelandic
highlands have throughout the ages been more or less uninhabited as the small Icelandic population
has mostly been distributed in the country’s lowlands along the coastline. The highlands were for a
long time very remote and difficult to access. Likewise, they were difficult to travel around because of
their harsh and instable terrain and vigorous glacial rivers. A condition which created all kinds of
rumors about supernatural beings, such as trolls, elves, ghosts and outlaws, living within the highlands,
shaped their mysterious image [13] that still partly remains despite today’s good accessibility and
subsequently numerous travelers. The results from this study show that virtually all areas without
permanent settlements, which reflect the uninhabited highland areas, are perceived as wilderness by
the Icelandic public. This can most likely be explained by Icelanders historical relation to the previous
condition of the highlands.
The results further show that for the general public in Iceland it is chiefly an open and vast
landscape, uninhabited areas, and the absence of anthropogenic infrastructures, which bestow an area
with the status of wilderness. Therefore, a vast and open landscape with few distinct landmarks, which
is rather easy and safe to travel through, appeals more to Icelanders’ understanding of wilderness
than an area which is difficult and dangerous to cross and characterized by a formidable landscape,
instability, and dissimilar yet conspicuous landmarks. Conversely, the latter characteristics are the
attributes which appeal most to the Scottish public’s perception of wilderness [41]. Moreover, it is
notable that areas with natural vegetation cover appeal more to Icelanders’ perception of wilderness
than arid, unstable, and insecure areas. A possible explanation could be the fact that vegetated areas
are rare in the Icelandic highlands and that such vegetated oases in the highlands have long been
considered valuable by Icelanders and an attraction for highland explorers. However, what seems
to unite the perception of Icelanders in areas which they perceive as wilderness are tranquility and
quietude, which corresponds with international research [1,16,51].
5.2. The Value of Wilderness
The results demonstrate that anthropogenic infrastructures generally have a negative impact on
the value of wilderness according to the Icelandic public. The exceptions are remnants of human
residence in the landscape, such as cairns, peat and stone walls, as well as old sheep herders’ huts. This
concurs with both domestic and international studies, which show that the perception towards new
constructions is often more negative than that towards those that have historical connotations [46,52].
Accordingly, it appears that what is permissible in wilderness without decreasing their value depends
on economy and trends of each era [13,53]. Still, new constructions are generally larger and thus more
conspicuous in the landscape than smaller constructions, and as a result their impact is more negative.
For Icelanders, the value of wilderness primarily lies in the opportunity to experience tranquility,
quietude, and solitude in areas with simple and primitive infrastructure. Nature conservation also
augments the value of wilderness. The results show however that the Icelandic public is somewhat
tolerant towards anthropogenic infrastructures as regards outdoor recreation in the country’s highlands,
explaining the vast scope of the perceived wilderness covering all the country’s central highlands
despite numerous roads and tracks that currently exist in the highlands. Nonetheless, despite being
mostly categorized as urbanists or neutralists, the majority of Icelanders still consider services, such as
petrol stations, hotels, shops, restaurants, and diverse leisure services, along with energy production,
to negatively impact the value of wilderness. This suggests that most Icelanders regard wilderness as a
valuable asset, both from the economic perspective as well as from the cultural perspective, which
underscores its uniqueness.
The central highlands of Iceland are one of the four main subjects in the Icelandic National Planning
Strategy 2015–2026 [23], where emphasis is placed on their protection due to their importance for
nature conservation and outdoor recreation. The strategy thus highlights that wilderness is significant
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for Icelanders and should be preserved. The strategy furthermore points out the importance of not
decreasing the experience of wilderness and quality of nature in the central highlands, while it is stated
that proper infrastructure for tourists should be promoted. This contains a certain paradox, one which
is reflected in the perception of the Icelandic public towards wilderness, as they both wish to conserve
pristine nature and use this resource for their own, and the country’s, benefit. Wilderness has become
one of Iceland’s major tourist attractions [34,54] and tourism has grown to be the country’s largest
export industry [55]. As such, wilderness is a valuable asset for Iceland. With more and more tourists
visiting the Icelandic highlands the demand for tourism infrastructure gradually increases. It has
been shown [11,54,56] that if this demand is met by further infrastructure development, wilderness
quality will be reduced and the composition of the types of tourist who visit the highlands is likely to
change and accordingly affect Icelanders’ wilderness experience. Therefore, it is of vital importance
that infrastructure development for tourism and other economic activities in wilderness areas is based
on a carefully planned framework, such as the recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) [57,58]. Such a
framework helps to clarify the complex relationship between experiences, activities and the amount of
infrastructure and development that should be allowed at each destination to fulfil desired experiences
and activities [59]. Hence, as it is not possible to please every tourist within each area, ROS emphasizes
the uniqueness of each area and the importance fulfilling the wishes of those tourists who subscribe
to the kind of tourism and experience that is appropriate within the area. In the Icelandic highlands,
there are not many areas left that can be categorised as primitive non-motorized or semi-primitive
non-motorized according to the strictest two categories of the ROS framework. Since the first cars
were brought into the highlands in the early 20th century, roads and dirt tracks have formed an
extensive network [13,60,61], gradually increasing the accessibility of the highlands, and this has
consequently reduced their remoteness. It is however of great importance to reserve the still remaining
primitive and semi-primitive non-motorized wilderness areas within the highlands for strong purists
whose satisfaction greatly decreases with increased infrastructure and services [12,34,54]. Thereby, the
variety and uniqueness of tourism in Iceland would be decreased, and the tourism industry would
subsequently be less competitive also in an increasingly competitive environment.
The Icelandic government is currently preparing the foundation of a national park in the central
highlands of Iceland, which could become Europe’s largest national park. Wilderness protection is one
of its main motivations [5]. Part of the argument is that wilderness is a unique and valuable resource. It
is therefore vital that the use of Iceland’s wilderness is based on an ideology of sustainable development,
which requires a holistic vision and an understanding of the causality between different influencing
factors. The results from this research underpin that the future management of Icelandic wilderness
remains a great challenge. An altered land use in the central highlands, and other uninhabited areas
in Iceland, requires increased research and monitoring in order to enhance the understanding of the
nature of these changes and its impact on wilderness perception. Otherwise it is not possible to grasp
their essence and scope. This is supported by the Icelandic National Planning Strategy, which also
mentions the importance of increasing the knowledge and understanding of how Icelanders experience
wilderness. This research forms a part of such improvements, and emphasizes the importance of
public perception as a critical variable in wilderness mapping.
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